Advanced Air (UK) Ltd manufactures fire, smoke and volume control dampers, VAV terminal units, fan coil units and air distribution products from their factory in Norfolk. As products are all manufactured, tested and distributed from the Norfolk factory, this ensures full compatibility by design. Advanced Air pride themselves on shorter lead times and a responsive centralised customer service.

“MJM’s Bridge has enabled our stores to become a much more efficient department, providing accurate and reliable figures to ensure we have the necessary stock for manufacturing, as well as a quick and efficient method of stocktaking.” Jacky Clayton, Purchasing & Stock Control Manager—Advanced Air.

**Company**

Advanced Air (UK) Ltd manufactures fire, smoke and volume control dampers, VAV terminal units, fan coil units and air distribution products from their factory in Norfolk. As products are all manufactured, tested and distributed from the Norfolk factory, this ensures full compatibility by design. Advanced Air pride themselves on shorter lead times and a responsive centralised customer service.

**Need**

- A system that would help stores in their day to day activity
- An efficient way to gain accurate stock levels every time
- To reduce the data entry requirement for correct stock quantities
- An adept goods-in process to reduce time and errors

**Solution**

Bridge was installed in the stores:

- Booking goods in via scanners as well as issuing stock minimised errors
- Ensured immediate accuracy of what was coming in and out
- Took a significant amount of time out of stocktakes
- Able to cut stocktakes down to 6 monthly

For more information about how the Bridge Software can be used in your company please follow the links below for all our products.

**BRIDGE BATCH**

**BRIDGE LIVE**

**BRIDGE MODULES**

...for better Warehouse Management